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Abstract 
Numerical time series, but especially periodic such, are characterized up to pertinent symmetries by 
families of norms.  The electricity consumption by a household, recorded daily during a month's time, 
say, may then be encoded in a sequence of numbers; for example, as follows: the mean daily 
consumption, the mean daily variation of the consumption, the variation of the variation, the variation of 
the variation of the variation, etc.  Now, replacing each of these numbers by the digits  0, 1, or 2, to say 
that a number is “low”, “medium”, or “high”, in relation to a collection of households, one naturally 
partitions the collection by the strings of these three digits; the household labeled 102 … has then medium 
daily consumption, low daily variation, but high variation of variation, etc.  We generally discuss this 
innocent idea and examine it in three ways: by way of toy examples, through its mathematical model (in 
detail presented elsewhere) and by accordingly classifying some actual electricity consumption data.   
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1. The background 
The present note originated from a research project funded by the Swedish Energy Agency and hosted by 
the Energy Department at the Mälardalen University College in Västerås, involving briefly the second 
author as statistician. Its general purpose was the analysis of electricity consumption by households. The 
data had earlier been collected (by installing and reading off counters in a collection of Swedish 
households), and it was only natural to start analyzing them by looking for patterns; some such pilot 
investigations, using classical statistical tools, have been reported in [1].  
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The view presently taken is by contrast proper to mathematical analysis. When the data are thought of as 
numerical functions of time, the given analytical tools are the analyst's standard norms, or semi-norms, 
among which those of the Sobolev type play a special role (for a first orientation Wikipedia must here do; 
we removed the Appendix due to space limitations). Modeling time with a finite set does trivialize the 
issue, but only partly; when this set is large, it is now well recognized, analytical tools remain useful. It is 
then natural to think of “classifying” time series by their Sobolev norms.  
 
To the orthodox analyst, however, the idea of representing a function accurately by the values it gives to 
various norms may feel exotic; finding little published on this matter, the first author collected some facts 
in [2]. It is in particular basic that in any real or complex vector space the norms separate vectors up to 
phase (i.e. up to multiplication by a scalar of modulus one). More substantially here for us, there are very 
direct connections between separation of functions on groups by the Sobolev L2 semi-norms and 
classification by auto-correlation. These norms are thus natural classifiers for time-series of fixed length, 
the series thought periodically extended to the integers. One may also use such norms without extending 
the series, i.e. without imposing the (spurious) cyclic group structure on the finite time set, but then 
without the help of harmonic analysis. How do the two ways differ in practice?  
 
We are aware of some recent work classifying electricity consumers, in particular the private households, 
whether by analyzing the consumption data alone or side by side some socio-economic or technical.  
Beckel, Sadamori, and Santini [3,4] report doing both, calling these the data-driven and the application-
driven approaches, respectively; for the former they use a technique of unsupervised learning (the self-
organizing map), and, very roughly stated, they use supervised learning to infer the latter from the former.  
Of the latter kind, Nielsen and Norgård [5] partition (Danish) households into four groups by the annual 
electricity consumption per person, displaying within each group its composition by utility (of food 
storage, cooking, cleaning, entertainment, and illumination); they are closest to the present note in that 
they classify by the (norm of) normalized total consumption, and do not rely on automated clustering. 
Purely data-driven seem Chico, Napoli, and Piglione [6], using several unsupervised algorithms to cluster 
non-residential customers.  Essentially data-driven appear also Tsekouras, Hatzilau, and Prousalidis [7], 
classifying load profiles for marine vessels. Naturally, the references in the cited works recall previous.    
 
As far as we can see, none of these papers report viewing problems from the angle presently considered, 
so highlighting it independently of domain knowledge seemed logical. Our paper [2] deals then with its 
mathematics, the present note primes the intuition; also the mathematical notation has here been left out, 
an unfortunate typographic necessity. The little space allowed mercilessly shrunk both the narrative and 
the bibliography; it appears that we only are inviting questions, but then perhaps some new not only to us. 
To still compress, we stylize, put up with poor grammar, and write “norm” for “semi-norm”, for example. 
2. Norms as classifiers  
Start in full generality. For every partition of a set there formally exist criteria realizing it, so any attempts 
towards classifying things by unspecified criteria must invite ending up with a partition for the context 
artificial or perhaps with one that cannot easily be computed and is then of little use. Field experience 
rectifies such, but limiting the criteria upfront is often easy and it easily prevents complications.  
 
Recall (this is classical material; the key phrases would be coding, information theory, economic search, 
entropy, decision tree, and, indeed, classification) that one then formally has a set (of data points), but 
also a family of computable functions on that set, preferably point-separating; the problem is now to pick 
functions from the family for an occurring data point, and decide when to stop; this is done adaptively, a 
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pick depending on the revealed values of the previously picked functions, or not. The obtained sequence 
of values classifies the point, and the tree of one’s function choices (in the non-adaptive case, a sequence) 
partitions the set. The fine points here are two: one’s preferences about partitions and the occurrence of 
data points; together they determine the picking and the stopping. (We ignore the cost of computation.) 
 
What could be a good family of criteria for a set of empirical time-series, each a daily-recorded monthly 
electricity consumption history of a household, say? To the analyst appeal the standard semi-norms. 
Why? The purpose of norms in mathematics indeed is to classify, so as to better think and communicate.  
Would this argument here stand? Today also machines process data, often without human intervention. 
But then, the energy business being such a social enterprise, should not people know what is going on?  
Might not the norms work universally? The question is technical. How well do norms separate points? 
Would such method be computationally effective? Could it, in particular, in contrast to methods statistical 
or spectral, allow “geometrizing” computation?  How exactly would the classical methods compare?  
 
In continuous time, we note in [2], the picture is simple: the Sobolev L-two norms of a (smooth) function 
on the real line are the derivatives of even order of its auto-correlation at zero; they clearly also are the 
even moments of the squared modulus of its Fourier transform. (The discrete case is similar but longer to 
articulate.)  The classification of functions by the Sobolev L-two norms thus generalizes the classification 
of functions by the coefficients of the power-series expansions of their auto-correlations at zero.  
 
Would finally the data of an average household stay in the same class from one time period to another?  
All norms classify data, surely, but which classify households? Intuition tells us that the Sobolev norms 
should, being but simple averages over time. The tools of analysis to help one with this question are many 
(e.g. the Wiener-Khinchin theorem), but only extensive testing with real data could really tell.   
3. Two snapshots 
The first, of short binary signals, is obvious in that everything may here be checked for hand, and one 
actually sees the semi-norms classify (the case of long signals is less obvious). The second shot uses 
empirical data, where little is apparent. The binary picture easily differentiates between the cyclic and the 
acyclic cases, but not the second, the differences being numerically negligible in any realistic experiment. 
The semi-norms are in both pictures picked non-adaptively, in sequence of increasing difference order. 
And we shorten: “base norm” means “zero order Sobolev (semi-) norm”, etc.  
 
Take then first as data the strings of zeros and ones, of length two, three, or four, assuming for the cyclic 
case the strings periodically extended to all natural indexes. Adjusting to the binary world, replace the 
underlying Euclidean norm by the “Manhattan norm” that sums the absolute values of all entries. For the 
string (1, 1, 0), for example, in the acyclic case the base norm is two, while the semi-norms of orders one 
and two are both one (those of higher order are not defined); and, in the cyclic case, the base norm is two, 
the first semi-norm is two and that of the second order is four.  Consider now only the acyclic case. When 
the length is two, the base norm can equal zero, one, or two; it fails to distinguish (1, 0) from (0, 1), and 
so does the first semi-norm. When the length of string is three, the base norm takes the values zero, one, 
two, or three, the sizes of the respective level sets being one, three, three, one; applying the semi-norm 
separates all but the pairs (1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1) and (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), both stable under time inversion. When 
the length is four, the sum of entries is zero, one, two, three, or four, the sizes of respective level sets 
being one, four, six, four, one (the Pascal triangle is hard to miss). By the first semi-norm, the classes get 
nine: 00; 11, 12; 21, 22, 23; 31, 32; 40; with two elements in each but the two outermost. The semi-norm 
of order two does not help any further.  The six un-separated pairs are stable under time inversion; the 
seventh is (1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 0), the first differences of which giving a pair stable under time inversion.  
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The second snapshot concerns the daily-summed one-month electricity consumption histories of four 
Swedish households (these data were also used in [1] to test a certain correlation coefficient). The four 
monthly series were first cut into sixteen weekly, and the square root of each of these, day by day, was 
taken.  The motivation for the latter operation was not only formal (so our base norm would duly give the 
energy consumed), but also because the “mechanical utility” is proportional to the square root of energy. 
The seven acyclic Euclidean Sobolev semi-norms for each of the sixteen series are now worked out; for 
each of the semi-norms the lower and the upper quartiles of the resulting distribution divide the range into 
three regions, coded by the digits 0, 1, 2, in increasing order. Sixteen ternary strings of length seven 
result. Interpreting these as rational numbers in the real unit interval exposes their lexicographical order. 
 
4. Where to from here? 
Our work is moving in three symbiotic directions: the mathematical, the computational, and that rapidly 
bifurcating to data-fields like the present. In the first direction several lanes are open, yet enough is now 
known to simultaneously proceed in the second and the third. These initially coincide, because handling 
small data is straightforward and benefits both (we are now at that stage). Interesting are, first of all, the 
testing of the tool on field data chosen for the tool, but then also conversely, adapting the tool to some 
classes of data (by weighing the norms, for example). How in particular to encode the prior meta-data? 
Larger scale experimentation would then be prerequisite for working with real data with any confidence. 
Here fit questions about the computational efficiency of the approach, in the usual sense and in the 
statistical – towards a “fast” norm transform?  Able collaborators and generous sponsors are welcome! 
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